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Abstract
This formal study proposes a transformational approach
to the definition of general purpose visual languages based
on hierarchical structures, addressing more specifically
DTD visualization as its application area. We show that
such visual languages can be constructed through progres-
sive refinement of a syntax based on nested/juxtaposed rect-
angles. Several transformation stages, which can all be
formally characterized, produce a high quality visual rep-
resentation which expresses the fundamental properties of
the original structure. Moreover, this approach opens some
perspectives in proving visual properties through standard
mathematical tools such as inductive proofs, thus establish-
ing some practical links between visual language theory
and classical language theory.
1. Introduction
Document Type Definitions (DTDs) are used to con-
strain the structure of XML documents (trees). This paper
describes formally a visual language for the graphical rep-
resentation of DTDs, which is used in VXT, a visual pro-
gramming language specialized in the specification of XML
transformations [7].
Section 2 presents the basic graphical object model we
consider, and a visual syntax V adapted to the representa-
tion of hierarchical structures, such as structured documents
(SGML, XML, HTML) and DTDs. The required properties
of this syntax are identified and captured in a pivotal ab-
stract syntax AS which simplifies formal treatment by ab-
stracting over some spatial issues while still having a visual
semantics. The latter is defined through a translation func-
tion from the language of AS into the language generated
in partnership with INRIA Rhone-Alpes (Projet OPERA), 655 Av de
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by V. Section 3 proposes a formal definition of Document
Type Definitions and a first visual semantics by the means of
a translation that transforms any valid DTD into a sentence
ofAS. Section 4 describes how such representations can be
simplified and made more effective through an additional
transformation based on a term rewriting system. This one
reduces the number of graphical objects while preserving
all the information. A subtle pretty-printing function is then
presented in section 5, which enforces the perception of
structural information thanks to spatial analogies. The re-
lated work section analyses other solutions for the repre-
sentation of DTDs and more generally tree-based structures,
showing how our work differentiates from them. The con-
clusion synthesizes the paper and discusses global results.
2. Visual Syntax
2.1. Representation model
graphical object model. We first define Gl as an abstract
graphical type which does not have any representation. Ob-
jects of typeGl have five attributes, namely x; y which rep-
resent the coordinates of the object’s center, z for the depth
of the object (this information is used to determine the order
in which to paint objects) and w; h for the width and height.
Renderable objects can be of type Sh for shapes or Tx for
text strings. Both are subtypes of Gl, the first one defining
a shape to draw, the second one a text value. Sh also has a
subtypeRe for a particular kind of shape : rectangles. Type
Sh also defines two additional attributes for color and bor-
der style (solid or dashed). For objects of type Sh (which
are not of type Re), attributesw and h are computed by re-
spectively projecting them on horizontal and vertical axes.
Graphical objects being rendered in an infinite virtual space
[7], they can have negative coordinates and their width and
height is not limited.
bounding box function. We then define function BB,
which returns the smallest rectangle bounding two objects :
BB : Gl Gl ! Re
and which is defined as follows :
BB(A1;A2) = R
with
R:x = (minX +maxX)=2
R:y = (minY +maxY )=2
R:w = maxX  minX
R:h = maxY  minY
where
maxX = max(A1:x+ A1:w=2;A2:x+ A2:w=2)
maxY = max(A1:y + A1:h=2;A2:y + A2:h=2)
minX = min(A1:x A1:w=2;A2:x  A2:w=2)
minY = min(A1:y  A1:h=2; A2:y   A2:h=2)
spatial relations. Using this relation, we introduce the
following relational constraints, all defined by a 3-tuple
(r i j) where r is a name for the relation, i and j being
objects of type Gl or one of its subtypes :
Relation Arg. types Definition
CenteredOn Gl Gl (i:x = j:x) ^ (i:y = j:y)
LeftOf Gl Gl (i:x < j:x) ^ (i:y = j:y)
Above Gl Gl (i:y > j:y) ^ (i:x = j:x)
Over Gl Gl (i:z > j:z)
Intersects Gl Gl (BB(i;j):w < BB(i; i):w
+BB(j; j):w) ^ (BB(i;j):h
< BB(i; i):h+BB(j; j):h)
Contains Gl Gl BB(i; j) = BB(i; i)
2.2. Syntax definition
We can now introduce our visual language, defined by
a grammar which is based on a slightly extended version 1
of the Relational Grammar formalism described by Witten-
burg et al [12].
Definition 1 The grammar is a 5-tuple V =(N ,,S,R,P )
where :
 N is the following set of nonterminals : N =
fNa; Nb; Ncg.
  is a set of graphical terminal symbols of type Sh,
Re or Tx, disjoint from N .
 S is the start symbol inN : S = Na.
 R is the set of relation symbols defined above : R =
fContains;CenteredOn; Above;LeftOf; Intersectg.
 P is the following set of productions of the form A !
==F , where A 2 N ,  2 (Nj)+,  is a set of
relational constraints of the form (r i j) where r 2 R
and i; j are integers referencing a member of  (the
1Some relational constraints reference bounding boxes defined on ob-
jects belonging to . This liberty, with respect to the formalism, is of no
consequence since we are not interested in the properties associated with
the fomalism : we rely on it only as a descriptive tool and do not intend to
use it for parsing.
left-hand-side of a rule is conventionally referenced as
0, the one or more right-hand-side elements are ref-
erenced 1::n in the order in which they appear in the
definition. F is a set of assignement statements of the
form (a 0) = (a i), i referencing a member of  (see
[12]):
Na ! Gl Sh 1:0
(CenteredOn 2 1) (Contains 1 2) (Over 2 1)
(x 0) = (x 1); (y 0) = (y 1); ((z + 1) 0) = (z 1);
(w 0) = (w 1); (h 0) = (h 1)
Na ! Gl Tx 1:1
(CenteredOn 2 1) (Contains 1 2) (Over 2 1)
(x 0) = (x 1); (y 0) = (y 1); ((z + 1) 0) = (z 1);
(w 0) = (w 1); (h 0) = (h 1)
Na ! Gl Re 1:2
(CenteredOn 2 1) (Contains 1 2) (Over 2 1)
(x 0) = (x 1); (y 0) = (y 1); ((z + 1) 0) = (z 1);
(w 0) = (w 1); (h 0) = (h 1)
Na ! Gl Re Na 1:3
(CenteredOn 2 1) (Contains 1 2) (Over 2 1)
(CenteredOn 3 2) (Contains 2 3) (Over 3 2)
(x 0) = (x 1); (y 0) = (y 1); ((z + 1) 0) = (z 1);
(w 0) = (w 1); (h 0) = (h 1)
Na ! Gl Nb 1:4
(CenteredOn 2 1) (Contains 1 2) (Over 2 1)
(x 0) = (x 1); (y 0) = (y 1); ((z + 1) 0) = (z 1);
(w 0) = (w 1); (h 0) = (h 1)
Na ! Gl Na Nc 1:5
(Contains 1 BB(2; 3)) (Over 2 1) (Above 2 3)
(CenteredOnBB(2; 3) 1) (Over 3 1)
(not Intersect 2 3)
(x 0) = (x 1); (y 0) = (y 1); ((z + 1) 0) = (z 1);
(w 0) = (w 1); (h 0) = (h 1)
Nb ! Gl Na Nb 1:6
(Contains 1 BB(2; 3)) (not Intersect 2 3)
(CenteredOnBB(2; 3) 1) (Over 3 1)
(LeftOf 2 3) (Over 2 1)
(x 0) = (x 1); (y 0) = (y 1); ((z + 1) 0) = (z 1);
(w 0) = (w 1); (h 0) = (h 1)
Nb ! Gl Na 1:7
(CenteredOn 2 1) (Contains 1 2) (Over 2 1)
(x 0) = (x 1); (y 0) = (y 1); ((z + 1) 0) = (z 1);
(w 0) = (w 1); (h 0) = (h 1)
Nc ! Gl Na Nc 1:8
(Contains 1 BB(2; 3)) (Over 2 1)
(CenteredOnBB(2; 3) 1) (Over 3 1)
(Above 2 3) (not Intersect 2 3)
(x 0) = (x 1); (y 0) = (y 1); ((z + 1) 0) = (z 1);
(w 0) = (w 1); (h 0) = (h 1)
Nc ! Gl Na 1:9
(CenteredOn 2 1) (Contains 1 2) (Over 2 1)
(x 0) = (x 1); (y 0) = (y 1); ((z + 1) 0) = (z 1);
(w 0) = (w 1); (h 0) = (h 1)
2.3. Visual properties of the syntax
The language defined by this grammar is a superset of
the sentences that can be generated from the translation of
DTDs. Basically, it allows the nesting at an arbitrary level
of graphical objects, including text strings, provided that
objects containing other objects are of type Re (i.e rectan-
gles). When a rectangle contains a set of objects, elements
of this set can be laid out either horizontally or vertically but
cannot overlap even partially, and the set is always centered
with respect to the parent rectangle, whose size is defined
so as to fully contain its children.
Figure 1 shows two examples of visual sentences al-
lowed by the grammar : all objects and sets of objects are
centered with respect to their parent and are fully contained
text
Figure 1. Examples of correct visual sen-
tences
Figure 2. Examples of incorrect visual sen-
tences
within them. Figure 2 illustrates two sentences that do not
belong to the language. The left-hand one is incorrect be-
cause shapes other than rectangles are not allowed to con-
tain objects and because two sibling shapes partially over-
lap. In the right-hand one, components of the outmost rect-
angle are not aligned vertically or horizontally, thus making
the sentence incorrect.
Example 1 the full derivation path of the leftmost sentence
in Figure 1 2 3 .
(fNag; ;)
(1:3)
 ! (fGl1; Re2;Nag j= R1 [ f(ContainsGl1 Re2);
(CenteredOnRe2 Gl1); (CenteredOnNa Re2);
(Over Na Re2); (ContainsRe2 Na); (Over Re2 Gl1)g)
(1:5)
 ! (fGl1; Re2;Gl3; Na; Ncg j= R2 [ f(Above Na Nc);
(ContainsGl3 BB(Na ; Nc)); (Over Na Gl3);
(not IntersectNa Nc); (Over Na Gl3);
(CenteredOnBB(Na ;Nc)Gl3)g)
(1:0)
 ! (fGl1; Re2;Gl3; Gl4; Sh5; Ncg j=
R3 [ f(Over Sh5 Gl4); (CenteredOnSh5 Gl4);
(ContainsGl4 Sh5)g)
(1:8)
 ! (fGl1; Re2;Gl3; Gl4; Sh5; Gl6; Na; Ncg j=
R4 [ f(Over Na Gl6); (ContainsGl6 BB(Na; Nc));
(Over Nc Gl6); (CenteredOnBB(Na; Nc) Gl6);
(AboveNa Nc); (not IntersectNa Nc)g)
(1:2)
 ! (fGl1; Re2;Gl3; Gl4; Sh5; Gl6; Gl7; Sh8;Ncg j=
R5 [ f(CenteredOnSh8 Gl7); (ContainsGl7 Sh8);
(Over Sh8 Gl7)g)
(1:9)
 ! (fGl1; Re2;Gl3; Gl4; Sh5; Gl6; Gl7; Sh8;
Gl9; Nag j= R6 [ f(CenteredOnNa Gl9);
(ContainsGl9 Na); (Over Na Gl   9)g)
(1:1)
 ! (fGl1; Re2;Gl3; Gl4; Sh5; Gl6; Gl7; Sh8;
Gl9; Gl10; Tx11g j= R7 [ f(CenteredOnTx11 Gl10);
(ContainsGl10 Tx11); (Over Tx11 Gl10)g)
2Ri represents the union of Ri 1 with the set of relations specified in
the previous derivation step.
3We note S j= R the couple (S;R) such that elements in S satisfy all
relations in R.
2.4. Abstract syntax
We now introduce a formal abstraction which will ease
the subsequent formal treatments and transformations (with
underlying visual soundness).
definition. We propose to capture the previous visual prop-
erties into an abstract syntax which is not purely visual but
rather structural [4]. The tree grammar formalism [9] is a
natural extension of CFG grammars allowing the definition
of languages as sets of trees instead of sets of strings. This
formalism, while powerful in capturing tree-like structures,
is also clear and simple enough to understand and supports
inductive proof approaches naturally.
Definition 2 (Abstract Syntax AS)
G ! Box(G; s;w; h; c) container object 2:10
G ! VA(G;G; d) Ver. alignment 2:11
G ! HA(G;G; d) Hor. alignment 2:12
G ! Shp(f; s;w; h; c) terminal shape 2:13
G ! Txt(v) terminal text 2:14
where f is a meta-variable for various shapes such as
(triangle; square;    ), s denotes style (dashed,solid),
w,h, d are positive numerical variables for width, height
and spacing) and c represents color. Meta-variable v des-
ignates the text value. We note L(AS) the (tree) language
generated by AS.
Example 2 (an element of L(AS)) (captures the structure
of the leftmost sentence in Fig. 1)
Box(
VA(
Shp(f2; s2;w2; h2; c2);
VA(Txt(v4); Shp(f5; s5;w5; h5; c5); d3)
; d1); s0;w0; h0; c0)
We now demonstrate the membership of the previous tree
by providing a full derivation path in AS.
Example 3 (The derivation path of Example 2) the pre-
vious tree belongs to L(AS), as shown by the following
derivation path
G ! Box(G; s0 ;w0; h0; c0) (2:10)
! Box(VA(G;G; d1); s0;w0; h0; c0) (2:11)
!
Box(VA(Shp(f2; s2;w2; h2; c2);
G; d1); s0;w0; h0; c0)
(2:13)
!
Box(VA(Shp(f2; s2;w2; h2; c2);
VA(G;G; d3)
; d1); s0;w0; h0; c0)
(2:11)
!
Box(VA(Shp(f2; s2;w2; h2; c2);
VA(Txt(v4); G; d3)
; d1); s0;w0; h0; c0)
(2:14)
!
Box(VA(Shp(f2; s2;w2; h2; c2);
VA(Txt(v4); Shp(f5; s5;w5; h5; c5); d3)
; d1); s0;w0; h0; c0)
(2:13)
visual semantics. The visual semantics of this abstract syn-
tax is defined by a translation function which produces as
output a set of indexed visual objects compatible with the
representation model introduced in section 2.
The function accepts items of L(AS), and returns a set
of indexed graphical objects  . It computes the value of
visual attributes associated to each object through an or-
dered sequence of a basic linear algebra instruction set.
Elements of   are indexed sets of graphical objects noted
 = fO1;    ; Ong where the meta-variable O ranges over
the syntactic categories fGl;Re; Txg. The function also
propagates a numerical index i which corresponds to the
depth of the current node in the source tree. We use the no-
tation [Gk:attr :=    ] for the set computed from  by
applying the operation Ok:attr :=    on every element
Ok of . For instance, if  = fRe1; Re2g then [Ok:x :=
Ok:x + 10] will compute a new set 0 = fRe2; Re3g
where all x coordinates are shifted by 10. We consider
also [Ok:attr :=    ; Ok:attr :=    ] as a shorthand for
([Ok:attr :=    ])[Ok:attr :=    ]. Finally, BB() de-
notes the bounding box obtained from all objects in .
Definition 3 (T, Visual translation of L(AS))
TJ K : L(AS) N !  
TJTxt(v)Ki = fTxi; Glig 3:15
such that
2
4 Txi:z = i Txi:x = 0Txi:y = 0 Txi:value = v
Gli = BB(Txi; Txi)
TJShp(f; s;w; h; c)Ki = fShi; Glig 3:16
such that
2
4 Shi:x = 0; Shi:y = 0; Shi:w = w;Shi:h = h; Shi:shape = f; Shi:border = s;
Shi:z = i Shi:color = c Shi:value = v
andGli = BB(Shi ; Shi)
TJBox(G1; s;w; h; c)Ki = 1 [ fRei; Glig 3:17
with
2
666664
TJG1Kj = 1; B1 = BB(1);
Rei:x = B1:x; Rei:y = B1:y;
Rei:w = max(w; B1:w + 2);
Rei:h = max(h;B1 :h+ 2)
Rei:border = s; Rei:color = c
Rei:z = i; Gli = BB(Rei;Rei)
TJHA(G1; G2; d)Ki = 1 [ 
0
2 [ fGlig 3:18
with

TJG1Kj = 1; B1 = BB(1 );
TJG2Kj = 2; B2 = BB(2 ); Gli = BB(B1; 
0
2)
and  02 = 2[Gk:y := B1:y; Gk:x := B1:w + B2:w + d]
TJVA(G1;G2; d)Ki = 1 [ 02 [ fGlig 3:19
with

TJG1Kj = 1; B1 = BB(1 );
TJG2Kj = 2; B2 = BB(2 ); Gli = BB(B1; 
0
2)
and  02 = 2[Gk:x := B1:x; Gk:x := B1:h + B2:h + d]
The following property states that the visual translation
produces visual sentences which belong to the language
generated by the visual syntax V.
Property 1 (membership of TJASK.) for all tree t belong-
ing to L(AS), TJtK0 belongs to L(V)
Proof 1 (by induction on the length of derivation paths)
Sketch: the induction hypothesisH i1 is
for all derivation G
i
! t
there exist j  1 N1 j= ;
j
!  j= R
and a mapping  :  ! TJtK0
such that TJtK0 j= R;
where R denotes the transposition of relations inR through
We then demonstrate that 8i  1; H1 ^   ^Hi =) Hi+1. We just produce
one of the 3 cases (Box):
3. Visual representation of DTDs
The interested reader will found the precise specifica-
tion of DTDs in [1]. For the clarity of our presentation, we
use hereafter a simplified version which does not handle at-
tributes even if our implementation does represent them [7].
3.1. Document Type Definitions
Definition 4 (Document Type Definition) A DTD Dl
is a set of rules indexed by a unique name, noted
Dnamei = fname1 _ N1;    ;namen _ Nng in which the rule
named namei is considered as the root. The structure N of
each rule is defined through the following (abstract) syntax
RH:
R ! R? jR jR+ j (R1; :::;Rn) j (R1j:::jRn)
j# j EMPTY j ANY j name
Definition 5 (Valid DTD) A DTD is valid if all rule names
are defined and if no pathological recursive rules are de-
fined, i.e. rules that imply infinite derivation paths. We call
DTD the set of all valid DTDs.
The XML DTD described here after
<!ELEMENT mail (sender, subject,textbody)>
<!ELEMENT sender (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT subject (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT textbody (p)+>
<!ELEMENT p (#PCDATA j cite)*>
<!ELEMENT cite (#PCDATA)>
is thus noted
Dmail = fmail_ (sender;subject;textbody);
sender_ #;
subject_ #;
textbody_p+;
p_ (#jcite);
cite_ #
g
In order to simplify notations we consider DTDs as map-
pings, and thus for instance, the functional notationDmail(p)
corresponds to (# j cite).
3.2. Translation Semantics
informal description. We propose a recursive function
which computes a visual representation of any legal DTD.
Possible recursion and cross-references in rule definitions
are handled thanks to contextual information. Each element
is processed normally the first time it is encountered in the
tree, subsequent references to this element being symbol-
ized by a special graphical object with the element’s name
as a decoration but no content.
The function is defined over DTDs, sets of labels (rule
names) 	 and L(AS). Elements of 	 are sets of labels
noted  = fl1; : : : ; lng, memorizing which rules li have al-
ready been processed (to avoid endless processing of recur-
sive rule definition and to allow the factorization of graphi-
cal object translation).
The full signature of the main function is formally de-
fined by:
VFJ:K : L(RH) DTD 	 ! L(AS) 	
and the translation of a DTD D`, noted VFJD`K is recur-
sively defined.
Definition 6 (translation function VF)
VF(D`) = t with t; = VFJD`(`)KD`;;
VFJ#KD`; = Shp(lozenge; solid; 10; 10; yellow);  6:20
VFJANY KD`; = Box(Txt(ANY ); solid; 10; 10;white);  6:21
VFJEMPTY KD`; = Shp(rectangle; solid; 0; 0; void);  6:22
VFJ(R1;    ; Rn)KD`; = Box(t; solid; 10; 10; blue);  n 6:23
with
2
6666666666664
t = HA(t1; t2; 2)
t1;  1 = VFJR1KD
`
; 
..
.
ti;  i = HA(t
0
i
; ti+1; 2);
and t0
i
;  i = VFJRiKD`; i 1
.
.
.
tn = t
0
n
; t0
n
;  n = VFJRnKD`; n 1
VFJ(R1j    jRn)KD`; = VA(t; t2; 2);  2 6:24
with
2
4 t = Box(t1; solid; 10; 10; green)t1;  1 = VFJR1KD`; 
t2;  2 = VFJ(R2j    jRn)KD`; 1
VFJ(R)KD`; = VFJRKD`; 6:25
VFJR?KD`; = HA(t; Shp(rectangle; dashed; 10; 10;white); 2);  1
with t = Box(t1; solid; 10; 10;white) 6:26
and t1;  1 = VFJRKD`; 
VFJRKD
`
; = HA(t; Shp(rectangle; dashed; 10; 10; c); 2);  1
with t = Box(t1; dashed; 10; 10;white) 6:27
and t1;  1 = VFJRKD`; 
VFJR+KD`; = HA(t; Shp(rectangle; dashed; 10; 10;white); 2);  1
with t = Box(t1; solid; 10; 10;white) 6:28
and t1;  1 = VFJRKD`; 
VFJnameKD`; =
VA(Txt(name); t1; 2);  if name 2  
VA(Txt(name); t2; 2);  1 otherwise
6:29
with t1 = Shp(rectangle; solid; 10; 10; grey)
and t2 = Box(t; solid; 10; 10;white)
and t; 1 = VFJD`(name)KD`; [fnameg
Property 2 8dm 2 DTD; VFJdmK 2 L(AS)
Proof 2 We first prove that the function computes a result
for every finite DTD (the difficulty is for recursive DTDs),
and then we demonstrate that the result belongs to L(AS).
Note that the terms generated by VF are more specific
than terms of AS. For instance, no term having the form
VA(VA(G1; G2); G3) is produced. We propose to capture
these specific structural properties through a tree grammar
DS which is a refinement of AS.
Definition 7 (A more specific abstract syntax DS)
D ! Box(Txt(v); s;w; h; c) 7:30
D ! Box(H; s;w; h; c) 7:31
H ! HA(D;H; d) j HA(D;D; d) 7:32
D ! VA(Txt(v); Shp(f; s;w; h; c); d) 7:33
D ! VA(Txt(v); Box(D; s;w; h; c); d) 7:34
D ! VA(Box(D; s;w; h; c); d; V ) 7:35
V ! VA(Box(D; s;w; h; c); d; V ) j D 7:36
D ! HA(Box(D; s;w; h; c); Shp(f; s;w; h; c)) 7:37
We now prove that DS is a specialization of AS
Property 3 L(DS)  L(AS)
Proof 3 We prove for all term t that
D

! t =) G

! t
(by induction on the length of derivation paths)
And last, we state that T produces terms of L(DS)
Property 4 for all valid DTD D`, TJD`K 2 L(DS)
Proof 4 By structural induction on terms returned by T
Example 4 (Translations of the mail DTD Dmail) See
Figure 3 for VF(Dmail) and Figure 4 for TJVF(Dmail)K.
4. Simplification
overview. A term rewriting system [3], named O, is
used to simplify the visual sentences obtained after trans-
lation. It consists of a set of unordered orthogonal rewriting
rules, which can for instance be applied using a depth-first,
innermost-first strategy. Basically, the simplification erases
graphical objects representing cardinality and transfers this
information to their children by updating attributes such as
the border style (solid or dashed).
Definition 8 Rewriting system O over L(AS)
Box(VA(Txt(v); Shp(rectangle; solid;w1; h1; c1); d); 8:38
dashed;w2; h2 ; c2) ! VA(Txt(v); Shp(rectangle; dashed;
w1; h1 ; c1); d) label label
Box(VA(Txt(v);Box(G; solid;w1; h1; c1); d); dashed; 8:39
w2; h2 ; c2)! VA(Txt(v);Box(G; dashed; w1; h1; c1); d)
labellabel
G G
Box(Box(H; solid;w1; h1; blue); dashed; w2; h2 ; c2) 8:40
! Box(H; dashed; w1; h1 ; blue)
H H
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Figure 3. the translation VF(Dmail) (simplified
leaves, with d = dashed)
textbody
sender subject
mail
p
cite
Figure 4. Raw translation of the mail DTD (no
optimization, no pretty printing)
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GG
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HA(Box(VA(Txt(v); Shp(rectangle; solid;w1; h1; c1); 8:44
d1); dashed;w2; h2; c2); Shp(rectangle; dashed; w2; h2 ; c2); 2)
! HA(VA(Txt(v); Shp(rectangle; dashed;w1; h1; c1); d1);
Shp(rectangle; dashed; h1 ; h1; c1); 2)
label label
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label label
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Property 5 (closure over DS) for all trees t belonging to
L(DS), O(t) belongs to L(DS)
Proof 5 We prove the termination over L(AS) through a
measure of the complexity of any tree t 2 L(AS). We then
demonstrate for each rule that if the left-hand side belongs
to L(DS), then the right-hand side belongs to L(DS)
Example 5 The optimized mail DTD (see Figure 5)
textbody
sender subject
mail
p
cite
Figure 5. mail DTD, (simplification, but no
pretty printing)
5. Pretty-Printing
overview. The principle of the pretty-printing we propose
is (i) to establish visual analogies between nodes having the
same depth in the tree structure, (ii) to make explicit node
types with respect to the DTD semantics (e.g sequences
are blue, alternations green). The first point is addressed
through a fine tuning of block sizes that avoids pathological
cases (e.g too thin rectangles). Figure 6 gives an intuition
of the result for the mail DTD. Note that our representation
space is based on a camera metaphor, which allows the user
to zoom on any part of the observed sentence ([7, 10, 11]).
Definition 9 Pretty-Printing over simplified terms
PJ:K : L(AS)  Int Int! L(AS)  Int Int
PJShp(f; s;w; h; c)KW;H = Shp(f; s;w; h; c);max(W;w);max(H; h)
PJBox(G; s;w; h; c)KW;H = Box(G0; s;W 0 ; H0; c);W 0; H0
withG0; w0; h0 = PJGKW=1:2;H=1:2
andH 0 = max(h0  1:2;H); W 0 = max(w0  1:2;W;H0)
PJVA(Box(G1; s1;w1; h1; c1); Box(G2; s2;w2; h2; c2); d)KW;H =
VA(G001 ;G
0
2; 0); w; h
withG01; w
0
1; h
0
1 = PJBox(G1; s1;w1; h1; c1)KW;H
andG02;w
0
2; h
0
2 = PJBox(G2; s2;w2; h2; c2)Kw0
1
;h0
1
andG001 ;w; h = PJG
0
1Kw0
2
;h
0
2
PJVA(Box(G1; s1;w1; h1; c1);VA(G2;G3; d
0); d)KW;H =
VA(G001 ;G4; 0); w; h
withG01; w
0
1; h
0
1 = PJBox(G1; s1;w1; h1; green)KW;H
andG4;w4; h4 = PJVA(G2; G3; d
0)K
w0
1
;h0
1
andG001 ;w; h = PJG
0
1Kw4;h4
PJVA(Txt(v);Box(G1; s1;w1; h1; c1); d)KW;H =
VA(Txt(v);Box(G01; s1;w; h; c1); h  0:1); w; h
withG01; w
0; h0 = PJG1KW;H
andw = max(BB(Txt(v)):w;w0  1:2)
and h = max(BB(Txt(v)):h; h0  1:2)
PJHA(G1; G2; d)KW;H = HA(G001 ;G
0
2; d);w; h
withG01; w
0
1; h
0
1 = PJG1KW;H
andG02;w
0
2; h
0
2 = PJG2Kw0
1
;h0
1
andG001 ;w; h = PJG
0
1Kw0
2
;h0
2
PJHA(G1; Shp(rectangle; dashed;w; h; c); d)KW;H =
HA(G01; Shp(rectangle; dashed; w
0; h01; c
0); d); w; h
withG01;w
0
1; h
0
1 = PJG1KW;H
and8>>>>><
>>>>>:
ifG01 = VA(Box(G;s;w1; h1; c1); G; d1)
w0 = min(h1; w1); c
0 = c1
ifG01 = Box(G;s;w1 ; h1; c1)
w0 = h01; c
0 = c1
ifG01 = VA(Txt(v);Box(G;s;w1; h1 ; c1); d1)
w0 = h01; c
0 = c1
otherwise
w0 = h01; c
0 = c
Property 6 The pretty-printing of all term in L(DS) is a
term in L(DS)
Proof 6 By induction on derivation paths D i! t
implementation. The representation obtained thanks to the
pretty-printing function is not completely satisfactory. The
layout algorithm implemented in VXT [7] is based on an-
other function, too complex to be formally described in this
paper. This function further enhances the user’s perception
of the structure, by assigning the same height to all nodes
at the same absolute depth in the DTD tree, without taking
into account the choice and sequence nodes, considered as
constructors rather than true nodes of the DTD. Choice and
sequence nodes are simply assigned a width and a height
slightly bigger than their content. The result of this en-
hanced pretty-printing function is illustrated in Figure 6.
6. Related works
The representation of tree structures as nested graph-
ical elements has been explored by Schneiderman with
treemaps [5], which represents all nodes as rectangles, the
children being nested inside their parent. Treemaps have
been used to visualize large hierarchies, such as file systems
and other complex tree structures.
Several visual representations of DTDs have been pro-
posed, both in industrial products and research prototypes,
but none of these proposals seems to have been specified or
studied using formal methods. Near and Far [6], an XML
modeling and authoring tool, represents DTDs graphically
as an editable node-link diagram. Elements, text nodes and
cardinality information are all mapped to different graphical
nodes, while sequence and choice are respectively mapped
to straight and curved edges, making the structure repre-
sentation complex and hard to understand, especially when
sequences or choices directly contain other sequences and
choices. Furthermore, the tree-layout method, combined
with very basic navigation and zooming capabilities, makes
in our opinion this representation less intuitive and less scal-
able than the one proposed here.
XML-GL [2], a visual language for querying and restruc-
turing XML data, proposes another visual representation
Figure 6. The final pretty-printed mail DTD
of DTDs, still based on node-link diagrams. The graph-
ical data model, called XML-GDM, represents cardinal-
ity information as textual attributes on edges representing
parent-child relations, and choice by a ’xor’ edge crossing
all parent-child edges part of the disjunction. XML-GDM
supports both DTDs and XML instances. However, the dis-
tance between a DTD and associated instances seems big-
ger in XML-GL than in our representation, and XML-GDM
graphs seem less scalable and legible for complex DTDs.
7. Conclusion
Martin Erwig underlined the importance of visual ab-
stract syntaxes [4], and remarked that few papers deal with
abstract syntaxes. We add that most of them rely on simpli-
fied graph-based syntactic formalisms [8]. In that respect,
this paper shows that (i) tree-based visual abstract syntaxes
can deal with a general class of visual language syntaxes
through well-know proof technics, and (ii) that transforma-
tional approaches can help in finding the right abstraction
level. The following diagram sums up the transformation
architecture developed in this paper. The pivot abstract syn-
tax AS and its associated translation semantics VF is quite
general and can be used in other studies. We demonstrated
through the simplification transformation O and a pretty-
printing transformation P that the proposed approach pro-
duces realistic outputs while enabling formal treatments.
DTD
T
 ! L(DS)

 ! L(AS)
VF
 ! L(V)
O #
L(DS)

 ! L(AS)
VF
 ! L(V)
P #
L(DS)

 ! L(AS)
VF
 ! L(V)
This work could be extended by proposing visual soundness
properties, establishing relations between structural proper-
ties of DTDs and their effective perception by observers of
the visual translation. For instance, showing that all ele-
ment names of a DTD are visible, and that the parent-child
relationship is actually translated by a nesting relation. An-
other soundness property could rely on operational view
of DTDs, showing that if a (document) tree conforms to a
DTD, its visual translation (to be defined through the pivot
syntaxAS) conforms in some sense to the visual translation
of its DTD. This should reveal that this essential property is
captured by the visual language.
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